SYSTEM HALLS
WITH TIMBER
STRUCTURE

LIGNA SYSTEMS – YOUR SPECIALIST
FOR TIMBER HALL CONSTRUCTION
Whether it‘s a commercial, industrial
or leisure hall: our core business is the
planning, design and production of
timber halls with large spans. With a
huge wealth of experience we meet high
requirements and customer requests
with flexibility and an eye for detail.
Each hall is individually planned and
built inexpensively in our own factory
thanks to our optimised system construction method. Nothing remains to
be desired in terms of safety, stability
and looks.
We aim to fully determine our customers‘ needs and to develop bespoke
hall solutions. Hence, we build with
maximum efficiency, flexibility in the
planning and consistency in the execution. In doing this we always use high
quality and durable building materials.

SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION METHOD
The construction system for the LIGNA
systems timber halls initially foresees
two options: truss girders and solid
timber girders. While truss girders are
mainly used with large halls, smaller
halls can be implemented inexpensively
with solid timber girders.
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INDUSTRIAL HALLS
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COMMERCIAL HALLS
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OFFICE AND EXHIBITION
BUILDINGS
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WAREHOUSE AND
LOGISTICS HALLS
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SPORT AND LEISURE HALLS
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AIRCRAFT HANGARS
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TIMBER STRUCTURE AND
DETAILED SOLUTIONS
TRUSS GIRDERS
Truss girders are characterised by a delicate system of upper and lower chord
plus web members, which bring along
many advantages in the construction:
despite the low dead weight, a very high
static load capacity is achieved, so that
even wide-span roof constructions can
be economically erected. Hall cranes
or other technical installations such as
optimum illumination and the use of
daylight can be implemented just as
easily.

FRAMES
The high-quality frames made of aluminium profiles are cut to size to suit the
respective opening sizes of the specific
project. The connection system ensures that the frames can be assembled
directly on the building site and fixed in
the reveals.

BOX GUTTERS
The solid construction of hot-dip galvanised steel with a thickness of three
millimetres guarantees lifetime use of
the box gutters. In the interior there are
additional holders for attaching a safety
railing so that subsequent work on the
roof can be carried out inexpensively
and quickly..

SOLID TIMBER GIRDERS
The girders, which are made of solid laminated timber, can be used with spans
of up to 25 metres and are cheaper
than truss girders due to their standardised dimensions. Thanks to rigid frame
corners, fixed columns can be dispensed with in this construction method,
as a result of which the foundations are
smaller and less complex. The timber
structures with solid timber girders are
also available as construction kits and
are very easy to assemble.
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BASE
The base elements are fastened from
the outside to the hall columns and
are self-supporting between the foundations. They consist of prefabricated
concrete elements with a thickness of
14 to 24 cm and a height of 60 to 300
cm. Industrial manufacture guarantees
a clean and solid transition between the
exterior and interior of the finished hall.
Furthermore, the base serves as permanent formwork for the floor slab and as
a stop for the wall cladding.
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ADVANTAGES AND
OPTIONS
LARGE SPANS
Industrial halls can be built with
spans of up to 50 metres. Large,
column-free areas offer flexibility
and space to work.

HIGH FIRE SAFETY
The very high durability of timber in
the case of fire is a decisive safety
factor for the hall construction.

OPTIMUM ROOM CLIMATE
Through natural regulation, timber
creates a pleasant natural environment in which employees and
customers feel well.

HALL CRANE CAN BE
INTEGRATED

ECOLOGICAL & SUSTAINABLE

Hall cranes from different manufacturers are easy to integrate and they
accelerate the production and storage
of your products and goods.

Short transport routes, low weight
and low-energy processing make
timber an extremely attractive and
sustainable building material.

AESTHETIC AND MODERN
FAST ASSEMBLY
Thanks to a high degree of prefabrication
ex works, the support structure can be
assembled quickly and with a precise fit
on the building site.
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Each hall is individually planned and
manufactured. In the process, we
always use proven, self-developed
system components that provide
for a modern and harmonious
overall look.
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QUOTATION
ENQUIRY
Whether it‘s a commercial, industrial or
leisure hall: With the 3D hall configurator
from LIGNA systems, you can conveniently preconfigure your desired hall online and
entirely in accordance with your wishes.

On the basis of your wishes and details,
we advise you competently and prepare
a non-binding and detailed quotation
for your hall:
Preparation of the statics
Timber structure
Base
Wall cladding
Roofing
Drainage
Light ridge
Gates, doors and windows
Part of every quotation is a 3D model that makes your hall
digitally „accessible“ in advance.
Statics, design and implementation come from a single
source with LIGNA systems!

ASSEMBLY
Thanks to the high degree of prefabrication and proven system components,
costs and construction time are minimised so that we can hand your new hall
over to you as efficiently and quickly as
possible.
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LIGNA parts AG
www.ligna-systems.com
info@ligna-systems.com
Belgium
Mercatorstrasse 16
B-4780 St.Vith

Germany
Nerscheider Weg 170
D-52076 Aachen

+32 (0) 80 29 12 20

+49 (0) 24 08 93 83 600

+32 (0) 80 22 19 69

+49 (0) 24 08 93 83 688

